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FOREWORD
This report is a technical summary of the progress made since May
28, 1966, by the Electrical Engineering Department, Auburn, University,
toward fulfillment of Contract No. NAS8-11274 g.anted to Auburn Research
Foundation, Auburn, Alabama. The contract was awarded May 28, 1964 by
the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama.
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SUMMARY
A development is given which provides a plausible explanation for
the high numerical accuracy often required when z-domain expressions are
used to obtain frequency response data for sampled systems. Further,
a method is described with which an estimate of the required computa-
tional accuracy can be made for a class of sampled systems.
When a digital element is introduced into a system, it is necessary
to evaluate the effect on system performance of the resulting representa-
tion of some of the system variables by a finite word length. The
relative merit,, of several analytical methods for determining quantize-
'	 tion errors are discussed and one of these methods, which is based on
Liapunov's Direct Method, is described in detail.
E
A digital computer program is developed to determine the transfer
function from the actuator command signal to the attitude error angle,
the roots of the characteristic equation,and the sampled frequency
response for the Saturn V.
a
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DIGITAL COMPENSATION OF THE TIMUST
VECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
I. INTRODUCTION
A problem of recurring interest in the analysis of sampled data
systems is that erratic data is often obtained when the frequency
response is computed in the z-domain. Frequently, as many as 24 signi-
ficant figures must be used in order to generate data from z-domain
expressions. In Chapter II, it is shown that as the poles of a z-trans-
f
form expression are placed in closer proximity to one another, the
number of significant digits required for computation of valid results
increases. Moreover, criteria are developed from which the required
number of digit: can be calculated based on the pole locations for a
particular class of systems.
The effects of quantization on the response of discrete systems is
considered in Chapter III. Quantization is a result of the digital
computer characteristic that all words must have a finite length; i.e.,
each variable is represented by a finite number of digits. It is shown
that these round off nonlinearities will not destabilize the system in
tat. '-mounded input-bounded output sense. However, system errors and/or
limit cycle behaviour may result. A recently developed method for the
determination of bounds on dynamic system errors caused by quantization
is discussed. This procedure is based on the Direct Method of Liapunov.
1
1
2The problem of developing a transfer function from the control
engine command signal to the angular attitude error is considered in
Chapter IV. Signal flow graph techniques are used to develop the re-
quired transfer function from the planar Saturn V equations of motion
OA
with vehicle slosh dynamics neglected. A computer program is presented
which performs the following functions:
(1) Computes the transfer function coefficients,
(2) Factors the system characteristic equations, and,
(3) Computes the sampled frequency response of the transfer function.
t
t
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II. NUMERICAL INACCURACY IN COMPUTATION OF
NYQUIST DIAGRAM DATA BY THE
Z-TRANSFORM METHOD
1. Introduction
A problem of numerical inaccuracy often arises in the computation
of Nyquist diagram data, using a digital computer, for sampled-data
systems by the z-transform method. A cause of this problem is invest-
igated below, and methods for averting the resulting numerical inaccu-
racies are given.
2. Case I - Two Poles Almost Coincident
Suppose that the continuous-data open-loop transfer function of
a sampled-data system is given by
G(s) = k 
	
+ k2
	
+ k3	 +	 .
s+a l s+a2
	s+a3
(2-1)
The Nyquist-diagram data is obtained by evaluating G(z), the z-transform
of G(s), for values of z on the unit circle. A problem of numerical in-
accuracy arises when two or more poles of G(s) are nearly coincident.
Suppose that, in (2-1),
a2 = al + A	 J0) > 0,	 (2-2)
3
4where JAI is small. Suppose further that there are intervals of the
unit circle in the z-plane for which all other terms of the partial-
fraction expansion of G(z) are small compared to the first two terms,
i.e., for these intervals of the unit circle,
is
k l 	k2	 bls+b0
s+a l
	s+a2
	
(s+al)(s+a2)].
Then, expressing k1 and k2 in terms of b l , b0 , a l , and a2,
-blal + b0	-b1a2 + b0
G(z) _
	 (a2-al)(s+a1) + (a1-a2)(s+a2)
b0
._ I z b0--- IZ0	
-	
0
z-e-alT	 z-E-a2T
(2-3)
(2-4)
It is noted that as a l -; a2 , 0 —+ O,and the numerator coefficients
in (2-4) become unbounded. However, as 0 --ft-0,
lim G(z)
bls+b0	 1-E-a1T(1 + a1T)z-1
--
A--^0	 (s+al)2	 b1 (1-e alT z-1)2
(2-5)E-alTz-1
+ b0 (1- E a lTz-1
and G(z) is bounded for values of z on the Nyquist path, except, of
course, for the case that the pole location is on the path. Thus, for
A small, the value of G(z) is obtained by subtracting two large numbers
i
t
5which are almost equal. If the difference of the two large numbers is
affected appreciably by round off error, the data obtained for the
Nyquist diagram will fluctuate in some random manner and will be in-
correct.
It is seen from the above discussion that the inaccuracies are
greater where the two parts of (2-4) are most nearly equal in magnitude.
If the pole location, C alT , is in the neighborhood of z = 1, which
will be the case for a system which is low-pass with respect to the
sampling frequency, then the two parts of (2-4) are most nearly equal
in magnitude at z = -1. The difference in the two values of (2-4) is
b0 - b lal
	b0 - bla2	1	 b 1
A	 1 1+ e-alT = 1+ E-alT	 (2-6)
for b l 0. Then the accuracy of the calculation can be determined
by comparing the magnitude of (b 0-b1al)/A to b 1 . The difference :,etween
the values of G(z) in (2-4) occurs in the nth significant figure of the
computation, where n is given by
b0 - b1a1 = 10n	 ( 2-7)
°b 1
and where (2-7) is satisfied only to the order of magnitude. The value
of n computed from (2-7) is an indication of the minimum number of
significant figures which must be used in order to obtain accurate
frequency response data.
6If b  is zero, then, for z 	 -1, (2-4) becomes
b0	 b0	 b0	 -a2T	 -alT
G(-1) 	 `_ 16 (- 1) = A (E	 - E )
-1 - E alT -1 - 6-a2T	 (1+E-alT	 -a2T)( 1-E (2-8)
Numerical inaccuracies occur when the magnitude of one of the terms of
(2-8) is large compared to the total value of (2-8). The difference
between the values of the terms of (2-9) occurs in the nth significant
figure of the computation, where n is given by
A
- a1T
1 - E
-a2T -alT
E	 -E
= 10n
 , (2-9)
and where (2-9) is satisfied only to the order of magnitude.
3. Case II - Three Poles Almost Coincident
For Case II, it is assumed that over certain intervals of the z-
plane unit circle G(z) of (2-3) can be approximated by
t
r b2s 2 + bis + b0
G(z) 
_ 3 L s(s+al)(s+a2) (2-10)
where al and a2 are small. The assumption is made that the poles are
located in the neighborhood of the origin since, for the sampled-data
thrust vector control system, two poles of G(s) occur near the origin
i
I	
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and the zero- order hold places a pole at the origin. If a higher
ordered data hold is used, then higher ordered poles occur at the origin,
and the problem is further complicated. This was the case of the example
in the Third Technical Report .* Now, from (2-10),
G s = b
2s2 + b ls + b0 : k1	k2	 k3N
	
( )	 s(s+al)(s+a2)	 s + s+ai s+a2	 (2-11)
	
+	 where
b0
	
1	 a la2
b2a12 - b lal + b0
k2 =
al(al- a2 )	 (2-12)
b2a22 - bla2 + b0
_
	
k3 	 a2(al - a2)
Then
klz	 k2z
	
k 3
_ —	 (2-13)
t	 G(z) 
N 
z-1 + z-E-a1T + z_ -a2T	
(
E
As z	 1 on the Nyquist path, the denominators of the terms of (2-13)
approach each other in value. Or
lira	 G (z)	 z-1 (kl + k2 + k3) = 2 (kl + k2 +k 3)	 (2-14)
z—* -1
^l
Phillips, C. L., et. al., "Digital Compensation of the Thrust
	
1	 Vector Control System," Third Technical Report, Contract NAS8-112749
Auburn Research Foundation, Auburn, Ala., pp. 47-55; September 28, 1965.
8Now, from (2-12)
k1 +k2 +k3 =b2
 .
	 (2-15)
Numerical inaccuracies occur, then, if b 2 is small in magnitude compared
to either kl , k2 , or k3 . For example, if fal l < < 1 and Is 21< < 11
then
l kl l = l abo l >> 1 ,	 (2-16)
12
and l kll could be several orders of magnitude larger than b2,,
difference between the values of the terms of (2-14) occur in the
nth significant figure of the computation, where n is the largest
value given by the relationships
l kl l = on
b2	 (2-17)
k
i k22l
	 on
2
lb3)
	 on
2
and where (2-17) are satisfied only to the order of magnitude. If b2
is zero, then expressions equivalent to (2-17) can be obtained is terms
of b  and b0.
94. Methods to Avert Inaccuracies
There are several methods by which the inaccuracies discussed
above may be averted. These methods are given below.
1. If numerical inaccuracies occur when the computations are carried
out in single precision (eight significant figures), performing
the calculations in either double precision or triple precision
will usually give the necessary accuracy.
2. For Case I. it is seen from (2-7) that the two poles must be very
close together before inaccuracy problems will occur. For this
case, the poles may be assumed to be exactly coincident with no
noticable error in the Nyquist diagram. Then no inaccuracy pro-
blem will &rise. For Case II, inaccuracies can occur with either
al or a2 relatively large. For this case, errors will occur if
the poles are assumed to be coincident.
3. The z-transform of the partial fractions causing the inaccuracy
problems, as in (13), may be recombined into a higher-ordered
function of z using double or triple precision, which ever is
necessary. Then the Nyquist diagram data may be obtained using
single precision.
4. The total z-transform of G(s) may be recombined into a single
rational fraction in z using double or triple precision. Then
the TTyquist diagram data may be obtained using single precision.
I
III. AN UPPER BOUND ON QUANTIZATION ERROR
IN DIGITAL SYSTEMS BY THE DIRECT
METHOD OF LIAPUNOV
1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter is based almost entirely on the work of G. W. Johnson
as given in [1,2]. The purpose of the following discussion is to
develop more explicitly some of the relations used in [1,2] and to
define some of the terminology used by Johnson in the context of
engineering usage.
Johnson's method is applicable to stable discrete systems which
are linear with the exception of quantizing non-linearities. His re-
sults are particularly attractive in that a realistic error bound is
w established in closed form for both transient and steady state errors.
r
	
	 In general, the solutions to the problem of quantization error
estimation have fallen into two categories. Widrow [3,4] considered
the problem from a statistical viewpoint and he established that, if
certain criteria are satisfied, an r m s error estimate can be obtained.
rThis method does not, however, provide a worst case error bound and
is not applicable if the input signal to the quantizer does not have
a dynamic range covering several quantizer steps.
The other category of error estimation, and th- one to which
Johnson's method belongs, is that of establishing an upper bound on
5system errors due to quantization. Bertram 	 developed
	 q	 [] 	 a techniqueP
10
z
1	 11
with which a rAther pessimistic error bound may be obtained. The
method may be used to obtain both dynamic and steady state bounds
t	 for the error but, unless the system response is overdamped, a separate
computation is required for each sampling instant. Slaughter [6]
advanced a technique which also falls into this second category. This	 I
technique is very much like the one given by Bertram, differing only
in that the final value theorem is applied to obtain an estimate of
steady state system error due to quantization. The resulting steady
state upper bound is somewhat less pessimistic than Bertiam's steady
t
state error bound but this bound is, again, not necessarily an upper
bound on transient errors unless the system response is overdamped.
a
2. Mathematical Formulation
The system given by Figure 1 will be used as a basis for the
theoretical discussions which follow. Note that only one quantizer,
at the output of the digital element, is shown in this figure. Al-
though the relations to be developed are extendable to multiple
quantizer systems, (Sect. 4), the developmental work is somewhat less
cluttered if only one quantizer is considered. Further, it is quite
often the case that a single quantizer, usually the output converter,
is sufficiently gross relative to other system quantizers so that only
its effects need to be considered.
After Johnson, let u(kT) represent the input to the quantizer,
w(kT) the output and q(kT) the round off error due to quantization. Thus
1
12
T
`^ 	 D(s)	 4	 T C(s)
Figure 1.-Basic Digital Control System
i
T-040^1
1	 13
I
q(kT) - u(kT) - w(kT) . 	 (3-1)
IReferring now to Figure 2,
w(kT) _ (i) 0 n^ ,	 (3-2)
where i is an integer with the property that
(1 2)0 < u(kT) < (i + 2)A	 (3-,3)
Thus, the quantizer shown
element whose output is s,
that in order to obtain a
is necessary to determine
general this is difficult
in Figure 1 can be replaced by a unity gain
unshed with the quantizer error, q(kT). Note
precise description of system response, it
the quantizer error sequence, q(kT). In
to obtain in closed form since the members
of this sequence are complex functions of the past system states and
inputs. Nevertheless, the system can be represented, conceptually at
least, as shown by the signal flow diagram of Figure 3. In this figure,
6E(z) is the z-transform of the system error which results from the
q(kT) sequence. Further; if q(z) is the z-transform of q(kT),
z G z
D E(z) = 1 + G(z) D(z)
	
'	
(3 4
tie (z
14
Fi.c,ire 2.-Q , :an' izer Iiput-NtTut Relat.innship
Figure 3.-Signal Flow Graph for Basic Digital Control
Syatem with Cne Quantizer
m(k+n) + an_ 1 m(k+n-1) + . . . + a0 m(k) = q(k), (3-7)
15
which in general assumes the following form
(hm
 z  + . . . + ho) q(z)
E z	
= zn 
+, an-1 zn-1 +. ... + a0
(3-5)
where n > m for physical realizability. Equation (3-5) may be represented
by a set of linear difference equations. One technique for accomplishing
this transformation is the following. Let
q(z)	 ^ E^z)M(z) _	
_	
.....^
zn
 + an_l zn-1 +	 + ao	 hm zm +	 + h0
(3-6)
Thus,
r''
and
hm m(k-+m) + . . . + ho m(k) = 0 E (k) .	 (3-8)
Le t
x1 (k) = m(k)
X2 (k) = m(k+l)
16 -A
xn_ 1 (k) = m(k+n-2)	 (3-9)
xn(k) = m(k+n-1)	 .
Combining (3-7) and (3-9), the following state vector difference
equations result.
x1(k+l)
X2 (k+')
xn (k+l )
xn(k+l)
0	 1	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 1	 0	 0
0	 0	 0	 0	 1
-a0 -al -a2 - - - -an-2 -an
xl(k)
I .	 1
I+ 1	 q (k)
x  (k)
	
L
(3-10)
A e(k) can be determined from (3-8) and (3-9).
G e (k) = h0 xl (k) +	 + h  xm (k) + 0 xm+l (k) + 	 .
+ 0 xn (k) .	 (3-11)
It will be convenient to write the equations (3-10) and 3-11) in
the more compact vector-matrix notation.
x(k+l) = A x (k) + G q (k)	 (3-12)
16-B
A e(k) =	 HT x(k) 1 (3-13)
where	 HT	= [h0 , h l ,	 .	 .	 .	 hm,	 0m,13,	 0n] (3-14)
Recall that, at the outset, it was stated that only stable linear
systems would be considered. Thi, means that the eigenvalues of A
lie within the unit circle; that is,
I% i [A] I < 1; i = 1 1 . . . , no	 (3-15)
Now the quantizer error sequence, q(k), is bounded for all time,
i.e.,
I q (k) I S 2.	 k> ko	(3-16)
This leads to the important conclusion that the output error, A e(k)
is also bounded for all time. (That is, bounded inputs to a stable
linear system will result in bounded outputs.)
Further, The solution to (3-12) and (3-13) is simply,
J
A e(j) = HT [Aj x(0) +	 Aj-k G q(k-1)]	 (3-17)
k=1
Now the term HT Aj x(0) decays exponentially to zero as j increases
since Ai is the transition matrix of a stable system. It is evident
then that , the steady state quantization error is determined by the
:1
term HT X A" G q(k-1)
k=1
W
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3. Application of the Direct Method of Liapunov
The direct method of Liapunov attempts to make statements on the
stability of the equilibrium without any knowledge of the solutions
of the differential (or difference) equations. The theorems developed
by .Liapunov are applicable for the investigation of the behaviour of
an unforced system in the neighborhood of the equilibrium point. It
has been shown, however, that if the linear system (unforced) is
asymptotically stable in the sense of Liapunov, then it follows that
the forced linear system possesses bounded input-bounded output stability
[7]. A similar statement is valid for systems giverned by linear difference
equations.
Consider the unforced state equation,
x(k+l) = A x(k),	 (3-18)
where the eigenvalues of A lie within the unit circle. Let the Liapunov
^s
function, V(x(k)) be of the quadratic form,
V(x(k)) = x (k) B xT(k),	 (3-19)
where B is a positive definite matrix. The first difference of (3-19)
must be negative for all x in order for v (x(k)) to be a Liapunov function
for the system of (3-18) .
0 V(x(k)) = V(x(k)) - V(x(k)) = BT (k) B x(k) - xT (k-1) B x(k-1)
(3-20)
I
W
Ai
i
However, from (3-18),
T(k)	 xT(k-1) ATx	 .
18
(3-21)
Thus (3-20) becomes
0 V(x(k)) - xT(k-1) AT B A x(k-11 - xT (k-1) B x(k-1)
= IT(k-1) [AT B A - B] 2E(k-1).	 (3-22)
The requirement that 0 V(x(k)) be negative for all x(k) is equivalent to
the requirement that
[AT BA - B] = -C
	
(3-23)
is negative definite. Therefore, C is positive definite. It has been
shown that for any choice of C that is positive definite, there exists
a unique solution of (3-23) for the elements of B only in case the
eigenvalues of A all lie within the unit circle; a condition which
is satisfied for the system under consideration.
The significant aspect of the approach advanced by Johnsoa is that
the direct method of Liapur_ov is used to investigate the "uniform
boundedness" of the solutions of (3-12). Hahn [8] gives a definition
of uniform boundedness relating to systems described by differential
equations. The definition is restated here for difference equations.
i
i
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Definition: The solutions of a difference equation are said to be
"uniformly bounded", if there exists, for a given h > 0, a constant
r > 0 depending only on h such that,
II x(k, xo , ko) II < r for all k > ko ,
if (I x(ko) II < h.
Definition: The notation x(k,xo ,ko) is read; the state of the system
at time kT starting at state x o and time koT, where k and ko are integers.
Definition: _x(k,_xo,ko) _ [x l (k,xo ,ko),	 ., xn(k,xo,ko)] T. Then
{
II x(k 9XO I ko) II = [ x12 + . . ., + Xn2]1/2.
Although V(x(k)) = xT(k) B x(k) is a Liapunov function for the
unforced system equations, (3-18), it can also be shown to be a Liapunov
function in the sense of uniform boundedness of solutions by the
following arguments. By utilizing equation (3-12), the first difference,
0 V(x(k)) can be determined to be
x
0 V(x(k)) = V(x(k+l)) - V(x(k))
xT(k+l) B x(k+l) - xT(k) B x(k)
_ &(k) AT + GT q(k)] B ]A x(k) + G q(k)]
J(k) B x(k).
After considerable manipulation, (3-24) becomes
,a
t
20
0 V(x(k)) = -xT(k) C x(k) + GT B G q2 (k) + 2G  B A x(k) q(k)
s	 —
r
(3-25)
It is apparent upon inspection of (3-25) that there exists a region
in space, E 11 , whose axes are x 1 , . . ., x n	 —, such that V V(x(k)) is
negative. This arises because of the second order effect of the first
term on the right hand side of (3-25). Thus a spherical ball may be
defined with radius p such that if II x II > p , V V(x(k)) < 0. A
value of p which satisfies this condition maybe computed from equation
 In order to facilitate the development of 	 it is necessary(3-25).	 Pm	 p,	 Y
to define several terms of relevance to the derivation.
Definition: The symbol II A (I denotes the spectral norm or simply the
norm of matrix A. 193 Further,
IIAII	 = sup	 II Ax II
(3-26)
X00 II x ^)
In words, I) [A] II is a number with the property that if x c E n ; i.e.,
is a member of En , then the norm of the point Ax is less than or equal
to11 A 11 • I1x11.
Some of the properties of spectral norms of matrices are given by
the following theorem taken intact from reference [9].
1
(3-27)
(3-28)
(3-29)
II aA 11 =I C1 •IIAII
IIA +BII <IIAII +11811
II	 A•B A11'IIBII
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Theorem: If A and B are two n x n matrices, then II A II > 0 unless
A = 0, the null matrix; if a is a scalar;
If a matrix, A,is positive definite, it is symmetric about the
diagonal and thereby has several useful properties which arise from its
structure. [9]
11A 11 = [ max ).l
 (A) ]	 (3-30)
i=.l,n
i.e., the norm of A is equal to the positive square root of the maximum
eigenvalue of A.
[ 11]
Further, if A is positive definite,
[ min Xi (A)]'
 11 x 112 < xT A x _< [max Xi (A)]' 1 1.3 112	 (3-31)
^'
	
i=1,n
The above properties, which are sufficient for the purposes of this
discussion, are necessarily a rather restricted summary of the properties
of matrix norms.
Now,returning to the problem of establishing the quantity p, the
requirement that 0 V(x(k)) must remain negative is equivalent to
requiring that
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x(k) C x(K) > GT B G q 2 (k) + 2GT B A x(k) q(k) .	 (3-3;N
Now the right hand side of (3-32) is a maximum when q(k) is its
maximum value of.^ and chosen with appropriate sense to make the second
term on the right hand side of (3-32) positive. Thus (3-32) becomes
2F(k) C x(k) > GT B G ^2 + I 2GT B A x(k) 0	 (3-33)4	 2
Now by equation (3-31) ,
x (k) C x(k) > min Xi (C)• 11 x 1+ 2 .	 (3-34)
i
Thus the satisfaction of inequality (3-33 % may be guaranteed by requiring
that
2
min Xi [C,	 I( x 11 2 > GT B G 2 + IGT B A x L	 (3-35)
i
A simplified expression which assures inequality ( 3-34) may be
realized, is
min Xi [C] ' 11 x 11 2 > GT B G Z2 + I) GT B A L\ !^	 ^) x ^! •
i	 —	 4 (3-36)
It is apparent that if the equality is used in (3-36), the solution
of (3-36) for 11 ,B 11 will represent the least value of II .E 11 for
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which (3-33) is satisfied. This corresponds to the quantity p, defined
previously.
P
	
JJ GT B A JJ +JI GT B A 112
min Xi
 [ C ]
	
min l [ C ]
i	 1
+ GT B G
	
1/2
	 Q
min Xi
 [C3	 2
i	 (3-37)
At this point, perhaps it is worthwhile to summarize and consolidate
the results obtained. By application of (3-37), a spherical region may
be defined in Fn with the property that 0 V(x(k)) is negative definite
for all values of state exterior to this region. 	 The next objective
is to define the region of uniform boundedness of solutions for (3-12),
a
i.e., the bounded region within which the system state always remains.
Obviously, since the system error due to quantization is a linear com-
bination of the state of the system at any time k, if it can be
f
shown that there exists a bounded region within which the system state
always remains, then it follows that the error due to quantization is
always bcunded.
This leads to the following theorem which states the central results
of Johnson's papers.
Theorem:
Given: The system of linear difference equations (3-12)
(a) The Liapunov function, (3-9).
(b) The number p of (3-37) with the property that if 11	 x 11	 > p,
V V(x(k)) < 0.
Let M be the set to which x belongs only in case 11 x 11 < p. Let Mr
^	 T
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be the set to which x belongs only in case
x l < p	 1, max B	 1/2 _ f 1
X min (B)	 J (3-38)
Then if at t = koT, x(koT) is a member of M, x(kT) is a member of Mr
for kT > koT.
Proof: The proof of this theorem is an almost immediate consequence
of a lemma on uniform boundedness given in reference [10]. This lemma
i	 is stated and proved below.
Lemma: Let V(x) be a scalar function with continuous first partial
derivatives for all x. Let M be a closed and bounded set in
the state space with the property that if xr-M c , ^/(x) < 0.
Let Mr be a closed and bounded set with the property that
M c Mr such that if x,eM and x2sMr , then V(xl) < V(x2).
Then each solution of (3-12) which at some time koT > 0 is in
M can never thereafter leave Mr.
x (k+l) = A x (k) + G q (k) 	 (3-11)
(q (k) is, bounded V k) .
Proof: (after Lasalle & Lefschetz)
Suppose that a solution of (3-12) is in M at time koT.
Assume that at kAT, x(kAT) c Mr, (ko < kA).
IIt can be shown that p > p by using (3-31).
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Then there must exist a time k 1T such that x(kT) c Mc for
k1T < kT < kAT. Note this implies that x(k 1T) E M.
From the problem hypothesis,
V(X(k 1T)) = V(x(kAT)) .	 (3-39)
This is a contradiction since VV(x) < 0 for x E Mc . Therefore,
x(kT) cannot leave Mr and the lemma is proved.
Thus, all that is needed for a proof of the theorem is a demon-
stration that conditions imposed in the theorem satisfy the require-
ments of the lemma. These requirements are:
(1) 17V(2) < 0 for x E Mc - This is immediate from the definition
of M.
(2) Show that if x  E M and x2 E Mrc , V(x l) < V(x 2) .
The maximum value that V(x) can attain if x E M can be computed as
follows.
V (x) = x T Bx < Xmax (B) I I x 
11 2 .	 (3-40)
Max II x II = p -	 ( 3-41)
x EM
	 c;
Therefore,
Max V (x) < Imax (B) • p2	(3.42)
xEM
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The minimum value that V(x) can obtain may be determined as
follows:
V (x) > Amin (B) 11 x l l 2	 (3-43)
xEMrc
Min 11 x	 > p .	 (3-44)
xEMrc
Min V (x) > Amin (B) p2= Xmin (B) • Amax B	 p2	 (3-45)
xEMrc	 Amin (B)
Min V (x) > Amax (B) • p 2 	(3-46)
xEMrc —
Equations (3-46) and (3-42) may be combined to yield the following in-
equality.
(3-47)
Max	 < Min V(x)
xCM	 xEMrc
The conditions imposed by the lemma are satisfied and the theorem
is proved.
Thus 11 x(k) 11 < p for all k. From equation (3-13), the system
error is
A e (k) = HT x (k) < 11 HT i l - I l x (k) I I< I I HT I I - p , (3.48)
(3-49)e(k+l) = Ac (k) + dq.
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Some Implications of the Above Development
It has been shown that if xEM at k oT, xEMr for all ko < k. A
logical question which arises and one which Johnson does not clearly
answer is: In the physical system, is x(k,.,) always a member of the
set M? It would seem that x(k o) would be free to assume any value
within the dynamic range of the system variables. A further factor
seemingly omitted by Johnson's development is the system input, r(kT).
Actually both of these considerations are implicitly involved in (3-12).
Bertram [5 ) describes a set of error state variables which are defined
as the difference between the quantized state variables and the un-
quantized variables. For a system with only one quantizer, the follow-
ing form results
Note that (3-49) is analogous to (3-12). Precisely the same solution
for Ae(k) will be obtained by using either (3-12) or (3-49). ne(k) is, in
fact, the difference in system error e(k) for the quantized and unquan-
tized systems. Further, it is easily shown by using Bertram's arguments
that the term r(kT) does not appear in (3-49). Also, it is reasonable
to assert that the unquantized and quantized states are initially
coincident. It then follows that E(k oT) = 0 ( 0 is the Null matrix).
Therefore x(koT) E M.
s
F
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4. The Case for Multiple Quantizers
Johnson states without proof that the method can be extended to
the analysis of multi-quantizer systems by simply invoking the tri-
angular rule. This will be shown below: The upper bound on system
error due to the j th quantizer is
I Dej(k)1 5 II Hj II P	 for all k > ko 	 (3-50)
[p is independent of the choice of quantizer, unles D varies.]
Let de t represent the total system error due to quantization. Then,
Int l = 1 ,^P 1 + Ae2 + . .. + ce l l < I l i + 1ae 2 1 + ... + I'^erl
r
< p	 I I Hj I I , for all k > ko .	 (3-51)
j=1
This corresponds to Johnson ' s (26).
III. DERIVATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTION ^n(a) FROM
P C
SATUR' T V EQUATIONS OF MOTION
1. Introduction
The development of an open-loop transfer function Lrom 'tD , the
platfot m angle, to P c , the input to the controller, is essential in
the synthesis of a compensation function for the Saturn V control sys-
tem. Therefore, in this chapter OD(s) is derived from the Saturn V.
S-IC flight, equations of motion. The effects of sloshing in these
equations are neglected in this preliminary effort to facilitate the
use of signal flow techniques.
2. Derivation of a
j	 The transfer function D (s) was derived from a signal flow repre-
PC
sentation of the simplified equations of motion. These equations, in
generalized form, are:
1. Moment Equation
4
Cla - C	 Y,
i=1
4 (4-1)F..
CIxx
i=1
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2. Normal Acceleration of Vehicle c.g.
4
Z = k 30 + k4p + k 7cx +	 m Y' (X^) Ali + mE
	
(4- 2)
i=1
3. Bending Mode Equations
• .	 1
Tli + 2 ti wi 11 i + wi 2 ni = mi fR ly (XP)P + ISE Yi(xf)
..	
(4-3)
I EY' (X„) I
i = 1 1 2, 3, 4
4. Miscellaneous Equations
4
(OD = +	 Y'i(XD)ni	 (4-4)
i=1
a = m - 
z
	
(4-5)
V
A0 + Als
PC B0 + B ls+ B 2s + B 3s + B4s + B5s5 + B 6s + Bps	
(4-6)
The signal flow graph representing the Saturn V simplified equa-
tions of motion is shown in Figure 4. From this signal flow graph,
the transfer function D(s) may be derived by the use of Mason's gain
PC
formula.
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The general form of 
7c
from Mason's gain formula is
c
D(s)	 Z4 (ZO84 + ... + Z3s + 1.0)
~c	
D10 (DOslO + ... + D9s + 1.0)
(4- 7)
t
Y6i (YOi s6 + ••• + y5is + 1.0)
D10 ^i2 (92 + 2^a + 1.0)(DOs10 + ... + D99 + 1.0)inj	 i	 'i
Nyquist Program
A digital program has been written for use on an IBM 7040 digital
computer as an aid in generating a syatem compensation function. The
program, which appears in the Appendix, has three functions. They are
1. Calculation of c(s) transfer function coefficients.
2. Calculation of the poles ID(s).
OC
^m
3. Calculation of the sampleA frequency response of HO 
LD 
(s),
c
where HO represents the transfer function of a zero-order hold.
The frequency response is computed by the series approximation
i
method fc: positive frequencies only. Thus, the image plot must be
generated external to the program to complete the Nyquist diagram for
the open-loop system.
fi
z
i
1
V. CONCLUSIONS
It was shown for the case where two poles of the continuous transfer
function are almost coincident and for the case where three poles of the
continuous transfer function are almost coincident that numerical inaccu-
racies may be expected if the z-transforms of these functions are to be
r
	 used to generate frequency response data. Criteria were developed to
facilitate the generation of valid data for these two cases by specifica-
tion of the required number of significant digits which must be carried
for accurate computations. These criteria were based on the pole con-
figuration and coefficients of the continuous transfer function. Four
methods were suggested for the aversion of computational inaccuracies
due to nearly coincident poles.
#
	
	
Several important conclusions were advanced which describe the
effect of the finite word length characteristic of digital devices on
t	 the performance of discrete systems. It was shown that the inoorpora-
tion of quantizers into an otherwise stable linear discrete system does
not destroy the bounded input-bounded output stability exhibited by
linear systems. However, such a system can exhibit limit cycle behaviour
and system errors resulting from quantization are likely to exist. Sev-
eral techniques for the estimation of the range of system errors due to
quantization were considered and the ac(septability of the results obtained
by their application was discussed. A detailed development of a method,
33
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which can be used for the computation of a dynamic upper bound on
quantization errors, was given. The method is founded on Liapunov's
Direct Method and is applicable to discrete systems which are linear
if quantization is excluded and whose eigenvalues are less than unity
in magnitude.
A transfer function from the control engine input signal to the
attitude error angle was developed from the Saturn V equations of motion
excluding vehicle slosh dynamics. A digital computer program was gen-
erated to facilitate development of the coefficients, the roots of the
characteristic equation and the sampled frequency response for the
above transfer function.
r
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APPENDIX
COMPMR PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF (t'D/PC
t*####*# **##**t # M k 	 ), x **k*#Kii*g** A*'i^^, *IF x ** i.* p i,K k1:* ***#***********************
74*(7"*c,**4 + 7t"	 x ' + 72* c,**) + /''*' + 1-(")
PN I r /'^ c: T rr =
	
	
/
71 *(D!*5**Ir. + f^1 # ; , ** r + D?*`:* +'R + r' A '- '; 14 * 7  + P4*S**6 + P5#S#a5
+ n6#5**4 + 	 + nO#g + 1.P1
YT6*(Yl n *S**6 + YT1*')** r, + YT2*c**4 + YI 7 #;**' + YI4*5**? +
W;**')*Pl^*(S**?/',dI**? + 5*?*LFTPI/'4'I + 1.0) *(n0*;**10 + D1*S**9
YI5*5 + 1.11
+ ^? *S ** a + rl** S**7 +	 + n7*S**3 +
na#^* *7 + r) o *S + 1.^1
r's I M FN! ION YR(4) ► YP Q (4)9 Y P n ( 4 ) 9	 "a (4)+ •.'( 4 ), ZrTA(4).
IAR(I,,)• Al( 1-' ) g SAV F (1P)+ SSAVE(1R)s C;1(4)9 0?(4)+ 01(4)+ :4(4)+
:)P1(4)9 Y5(4)• Y!(4)9 Y2(4)• Y I (4)+ Y4(419 Y°(4)9 Y6(41+
IP1R(4)+ P2 n (4)+ n 1T(4)+ P?I(4)
CO VP L F X TF,S ► r`^N1+"111 M 1,OP( 4)9N 'l 4	 r'APLX 9 r XP
in F0RN'AT(3(5X,FI59R))
11 FOR"AT(4(5X,F15.P))
RFAD 5.1 0 	 L09 A L1 +R!
PFAr)(5*1^)49	 9a^
PFAP(5.11 )979 1, '2^•
PFAD(591')4L rrq AIXX, AIFs T
PFAD(5+11)ASF9 AK3o AK49 P
PFAD(5911)AK79 A M • RPq V
RFAf)(5911)'W(I)9 ''!(?1+ !''(3)+ W(4)
RFAn(5.11)ZFTA(1)+ ZET A (?), ZFTA(3)f ZrTA(41
RFAD(5911)GM(I)9 G"^(2)t G M (I)• GM(4)
RFAD(5911)Y R (1)+ Y P (2)9 Y P(3)+ YP•(4)
RFAr)(5+11)Y PQ (1)+ YPP(?1+ YPQ(3), YPP(4)
PFAD(5.11)Y P r) (I)9 YPr)( ?)f YPm(31, YPD(4)
II FORNb.T(IW 94X91 N4T N PUT PAT1.+//1
PPI KIT 'I
PIP I^!T 1 r^+ AL rl i, AL1• Rr)
PPIN* 1(), R1• q?• Q 3
PINT I()• R4 ► 95• RF
PRIN1 T 11+ 979 C1, C?+ F
r^
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POINT 11,	 AIXX ► A T c , T
POI^!T 11,
	
AVA, AK4, n
n ?1^'T 11, Ae7 9 A 1^ 9 PP, V
PP100T
	 11,	 ' ,'(l 1 •	 '14(	 ) 9 	'^'( I ),	 41
P O INT 11, 7FTA(1)9 ?rTA(21, 7cTA(A), 7cTA(4)
PRIMT 11 ► 	 (l), r "(7) s ^ V ( I )9 (-,^"(4)
POINT 11 ► YR(1) ► YR(2), YP('A), YR(41
POINT 11, YP9(1)9 YPP(7) ► YPP(3)9 YPF(4)
POINT 11 
	
YP I)(1) ► YPn(7), YPn	 ► YPD141
AK3 = AK3*57.79578
AK4 = AK4*57.29578
AK7 = AK7*57.70578
Al = —(C2+AK7*ASE/AIXX)
A? = —(ALrr,*ASF/AIXX+Arc/nTXX)
n l n = -Rn*AKA*Ci/(Q7*V)
nn = Ion/Dl^
D1 = (R6/87+AK7/V)/nlC
n2 = (aa /P7+P6*AK7/(R7*V)+r1)/n10
n? = (B4/R7+P6*C1/97+R5*AK7/(P7*V)-AKI*rl/V) /n10
D4 = (B3/B7-96*AK3*C1/(P7*V)+B5*Cl/87+P4*AK7/(R7*V))/n10
D5 = (82/B7-B5*AK3*C1/(B7*V)+B4*C.1/87+H3*AK7/(R7*V))/D10
D6 = (91/B7-R4*AK3*C1/(R7*V)+R3*C1/97'-g7*AK7/(R7*V))/n10
n7 = (Rr/R7-P3*AK3*rl/(P7*V)+R2*C1;'R7+Rl*AK7/(R7*V))/r)10
nP = (-82*AKI*Cl/(R7*V)+Rl*C1/B7+RO*AK7/(97*V))/D10
n4 = (-Rl *AK's *Cl/(R7*V)+P0*C1/87)/D10
Z4 = AI*ALn*41(7/(B7*V)+Cl*AK4*ALC/(R74,V)
Z 	 _ (A7*AL1/47)/Z4
71 = (A2*ALn/R7+A2*AL1*AK7/(R7*V)+ASF*rl*AL1/(p7 *AM, *V))/Z4
Z2 = (A2*ALG*AK7/(P7*V)+AI*AL1/87+ASF*rl*ALO/(R7*AM*V))/Z4
Za = (A1*ALG/R7+AI*AL]*AK7/(B7*V)+C1*AK4*AL1/(B7*V))/Z4
DO 1 I=1 ► 4
W(I) = W(I)*2.0*3.1415Q27
01(I i _ (ASF*YR(I1-AIF*YPP(1))/GM(1)
02(I) = P*F*YP3(I)/AM
Q3(11 = P*(-F*ALrG/AIXX *YPR(II - F*YR(I)/AIXX)
04(I1 = YPn(I)
P1O1 - PP*YQ(1)/GM(l)
Y6(I) = 01(TI *AL n/(R7*V)*(Q7(1)*rl+Qi(I)*AK7-()4 I1*AKi*rl)
YOM = (Q4(1)*P1(T)*AL1/R7)/Y6(1)
Yl(f1 - (04(I)*Pl(I)/R7*(ALO+AL1*AK7/V))/Y6(1)
Y2( I) _ (AL!/B7*(0"C1)*P1(I)+O1(I)*04(1)1+04(I)*P1(I)/B7*(ALO*AK7/
I	 V+AL1*Cl))/Y6(f)
Y3(I) _ (PI(1)/87*(02(1)*CI*ALl/V+Q3(I)*ALO+03(1)*AL1*AK7iV)+
I	 04(1)/B7*(01(1)*ALC+01(1)*AL1*AK7/V+P1(I)*ALO*rl-Plli)*
2	 AL1*AK3*C1/V))/Y6(1)
Y4(I) = (07(I)*P1`I)*C1*ALO/V+01(I)*03(I)*AL1+03(1)"'1(1)*ALO*AK7/
I	 V+Q1(I)*04(1)*ALO*AK7/V+01(I)*04(11*ALl*C1-04(I)*P1(I)*ALO
7	 *AK3*CI/V)/(87*Y6(f))
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1	 Y = (I)
	
_	
:1(I) /'17*(r,7(T1Rr1I(AL 1/V+^.-'(r)z'I(+	 I)	 Al1t^AV7/V +.4lI)^
I	 AL^ Nr1 — X4(11*AI1I^A,•;x-)/`3 1/YF,(T1
111 F( R l.'AT11H1.4X	 14T14r' ­ VP', T I- n r 7 I IrTrr T', rF I'i11^/ ;:r T	 FnR•
PP I N 'T 1 1 l
1? crr ? %'AT(FX9 1 2HFLT(-, I4 T TI" c = c;1+T'r', rrr '	 4?c,//1
PPI"!T 12• T
13 FrPVA1 (5X+" 1 HZ	 c 1` . p ,8X9?H71 =r 15. cS, P X9	 7;'=c1•3+//1
P P I V T 13, 7"• 71+ 72
14 FrI?'•' AT(',X, -4H71=F1^i^Q,PX+IN74= r- Ic,^a•//1
nolN'T 14• 7', 74
1 F Frl7-AT ( PX•'^H n =r I ^.,4,AX+111r `-1 =r1 ^,^p,,,AX,	 If" 7 =♦-1 F , Q +// )
PPTNIT 1r, nr• ^1• n7
l^ r nP"AT(5X• RNnn=r l 5 . o ,^ X 	4=r1^•P,QX,'lI	 r1,s1+//1
PPTN'T 16• ^"• ^4+ na
17 F11RYAT(5X•'1HnA=cl ,n,c.X,'ilan7=r1 c , 89 A X,' 1.4rl F	 P•
PRINT 17, n 6, r' '7 	 nP
I  FnR "IAT X 9 1 H =r 1 F •P 	 X•4 N^1 = c1^.Ps//1
PPTNT 1P, ') r)• f)l^
FnRMATf5X96HY (1)= F15.A.r,X9f•HY1111=r1^.p,FX96HY?111=F1F.P,5X9
IAHYI(1)=F15•Q•//1
!1`^ FOR'N!`T(9X96HY4( 1 ) =F 15• P 9 rX + E,HYP(11=r1	°+FX•6HYA(1)=r15•P,//l
PRINT 109 Y",(1), Y1(1), Y ?( 1 )• Y'A(11
P P I NI T 1 1 0 9 `' 4 ( 1) ,	 r ( ? 1 + Y f-+ ( 1 )
?r Pr)P VA T(SX, f,HY'.	 p,1^X	 HY1(11=r1 a. P,r-X,APY2('))=c15.R•rxq
16HY3(?)=rlr.P,//)
17C FrR 1 +AT(FX96HY4(?1 =r 15• R + r- X , 6H Yr, 7' 1 = F1 	 X,0^HY617)=FIF•N•
PPT N)T 2 r , Y ,, (?)+ Y1(?)+ Y?121+ Y°(7)
PPT N!T 1? r', Y4(4)+ Yr ( ?)9 Yl,(7)
21 Fr)R!IAT(FX,r•HY.13)=rlS.F+rX9 6wY1 (3)=FIF.P,`X,FHY21^)=r)5•P,5X,
16HYI(')= F15.99//)
121 F^RMAT( 5X96HY4(3)=rl5.q,`^X•SITY5(1)=r1^+.A+'X96HY6(3)=F15.A•//)
PRINT 21, Y'(3)+ Y1(3)+ Y2('A ), Y3(31
PPIN'T 1219 Y4(3), Y5(3)9 Y6(3)
?2 FnR I'-'ATl5X,6HY (4)= r15.p,'-X•^;HY1(4)=rl=.P+';X96HY2(4)=F1I•R•5X,
Y	 111'HY°(4)=rlS.P•//)
1 22 Fr R M AT(5X,6NY4(4) =C"19. 0 . rX 94HY`'141= r1 r . Q+FX•o" HYF,(4)=r1R.P,
PRINT ??, YP(4)+ Y1(41• Y?(4)9 Y3(4)
PRINT 1?29 Y4(4)9 YF(4), Y6(4)
r
	 N IS TH r OPDF O r'Ir THE PnLYN'n`aTAL
1112 N = 9
NZ = N
IM=r.O
C = 1.0
SF = 1.0
AR(11) = 1•^*C
AR(10) = nq /SF*e'
A 0 9) = 08/SF**7*C
A P (P1 = 07/SF**^*^
AP(7) = n6/SF**4*C
I39
AP(61 = ^F/"F**r,*r
A Q 1 = 1 = n4/Sc**6*r
AR(4) = r)q/SF**7*r
AP(l) = r)2 / cr**q*r
A P (2) = ^1 /iFlf*Q*r
AR(1) = nr;/SF**1"*r
CALL Sri1 VFQ("91"•A4•AI • f. ^Vcl
779 Fr)RV/.T(1HI94X•4nHTHC Prlcc, nF PNI r)/nFTAr (QI^In nn n Y) Air •//)
P Q IMT 7TH
nO 'A K = 1. ^'Z
L=2*K-1
M=2*K
SSAVF(L) = SAVF(L) / SF
SSAVF( V ) = `AVF( v i / SF
1FlAP (SSAVF('f l)- r,•l r ^ r r ' —r - n P) 149149ir
14 SSAVF(M) = n.^''rrnrrr,F
3 9 CON T)NUF
2 FORMAT( ; X• c l ; • q •?X9 c 15.P•? N J• //)
^ti R 1 i F (6.7) SSAV c (L) • SSAVcpr)
3 rONTI"R)c
76 FORP^AT(1HI.4X•46HTH F
 PCLFS P? 'WLTIN r. FP - kA THc aPNl f)I ;r, N'OnFS ARC
lr//)
PRINT 76
r)O PI I=l•4
PIR(I) = -t'FTA(I)*W(1)
P1I(i) = -'.d(1)*SORT(I.C-ZFTA(1)**?)
P?R(I) = P1R(I)
P21(I) = -DII(I)
WRITF(6.7) P1 Q (I)• PII(T)
'	 WQITF(6.7) o 7 Q (1)• P7i(T)
A 1 rnN T 1 MlIr
66 FOR MA T(IHI94X•InHFRF(;O = Nr y RrcP')KlSr OiJTPHr ilATA •
PRINT 66
OMFC = n•^n5
4 TF = rk'PLX(r.r• n,n)
TS = n• ^4
OM FGS = ?•r*1.1415027/TS
NTILT = 2
NX = 2*NT1LT+1
r)O 24 J = 1 • NX
XJ = -NTILT+J-1
OMEC,1 = OMCG+xJ*OMCrS
S = C'MPLX(n.n, OMFrl )
Nil m l = (ZC+ZI/S+t?_/S**?+t^/`**^+1•^/S**4)*^.1c-10
ncNI = O10/Z4*(nn*S**6+t1 1*S**a +C7*S* *4 +na*F**^ +n4 *S**7+n6*5
1	 +Of,Pn7/S+nF/S**7+^o/S**a+1 •'J/S**41*O.1F-lO
TF = TF-1.0/YS*NU(A1/OC_Nl*(l.n-CCXP(-S*TS)+/5
?	 r)O 23 K=1.4
NN(K) = Y6(K)*(YO(K)*S+Y1(K)+Y7(K)/S+YI(K)/S**?+Y4(K)/S* *a
I	 +Y5(K)/S**4+1.0/S**5)*.1F-2n
i
a
40
r, fl,	 =	 '^.I^ tt+* I ta	 Yix 	 aa, + ,: ^^	 ;t	 r1 A
	
. (v t+`.' t vr,r	 1 /` +l4
1	 *.^r-1^
^ 12 T 	 = T 	 +1.' /T	 nON	 y 1' (`• —rrXG`(— NT'11/c,
74 r ^NT IN'1F
A n C V A L = CA 14 r TF1
rr P =
	
*^L ^r I'' l A r SV L
PHA5F	 7.i 1;7 q ATAN2c A I" /, 'lTF)* Rf'ALITF))
IF(P H AS r
	91n,91
In PHAS E = PHA5F+3e,n.n
31 C^NT I Ni1F
2 r- FnR V AT(FX96H O " Fr,A = F7. 1 , F X•3HD R= F ) 	C;Xg6t4P*AArC=F9.11
PPI(.T 7r-,n"Fr,*na,PHAFP
EXIT = 1 0141^;^')7/Tc
TF(P Vrr •(- r.	 '1.n .AM',. n;'rr. •Lr•
	
^.I
	 cr T^ 44
7MF n = n,.c. + ^.2
C,n TC F=
44 n'aFr, = n'"Fr, + 911
55 IF((; N'FG- r XTT) 49497
7 rCNTINUF
STCP
FND
SI R FTC SCLVFP
Sl1PRGUT I N C SCLV F R (N, I'A * A R * A I * " AVF l
^T'AF NSInN .'+ R (I^'19 AI(1(')9 SAVr(IPI
r	 RFGIK' 1) A TA INPUT
M=N+1
TC (T")74921974
7.3
	 nn ' n J=1 9%,
'1I(JWell
3f`	 CCNTINUr
74	 INDEX=7
r	 FND ^ A T A ^'PUT
C	 PPG I N, ti 1	 5 'lFTHCn
5	 KOUNIT =.,
TnL = I.c-Ir
ITRP=Sn
u1R=AR (N+1)+AK(N )+ARf'1-11
011=AI(N+11+AI(M)+AI(N-1)
P71=AI(M+'i1
U=AR(N)**2-AT(N)**7-4.C*(AR(N-1)*AR(N+1)-•tl(N-1) *AI(r1+1))
V=20O*AR(N)*A)(N)-4.0*(AR(N-1)*AI(V+1)+AT(N-1)*AR(N+1))
D=AR(N)
P=AT(N)
KRAD=1
GM TO 5C't
5n	 TFMP =RADR* *2+RAnI*02
1F(TFMP) 91--951^9911
51	 XR=.R
XI=^.^
41
Cn T n
 917
5 11	 XR=-7.CK(AR(N+1ICRAnR+AI(^:+1)*RAr)I)/T^VP
XI=-7 .n*( AT (N+11*RAr1R-AP(N+1)*RAnT)/Tr,VP
X 17	 HR=XP
HI=XI
WR=-XR
Wl =-XI
F 1	 KPOLY=1
^0 TO 41
5x14	 TcmP =( AQS(pR)+A 'AS(nT11/('1q` ( P?R)+ARr,(P7T11
T F (TFVP-1 7).) 5 n5 r r-( ` r, r r (06
506 WR=. F*4VR
lr'1=.5*'Wl
HR=-WR
HT=-WI
XR=HR
XI=Hi
GO 1"0 51
5 1) 5	 P'AR=PR
PII=PI
52	 nFN=APS(P3R)+ARS(PII)
IFIn r N I )'i +7r 5711
5211 XRO=XR
X10=x1
IFIAPS ( PIR -P?R)-1.F-251521,521+525
S7.1
	
IF(ABS(P1I-P?T)-1.F-25)577+572+575
S27	 IF(A85(PIR-P3R)-1.F-25)57',57'+525
52 1	IF(ABS(P11-P3I)-1.F-25)-2495?4+525
524	 WR=1.0
W1=0.0
	 1
GO To 53
52.5	 TEMP=WR+1.n
nQ=TFMP*PIR-WT*Dll
r)T=TFMP* P3 T+WT *PIP
0=TF)•"P*P7R-WI*P71
R=TFVP*P71+WI*P7R
TFMP =WR*P1R-WI*PII-O+PIP
F1sWR*P1.I+WI*P1R-•R+P3I
FR=WR*TEMP-WI*FI
FI=WR*FI+WT*TFMP
O=FR-( +DR
R=FI-R+DI
U:0*0-R*R-4.0*(7R*FR-nT*FT)
V=2.0*0*R-4.0*(nP *FT+DIkFP)
KRAD=7
Gn TO 5nn
526	 TFMP=PAnR**2+RAT,I**?
WR=-2.0*(nR*RADR+DT*RArTT/TFMQ
Wi=-290*(DI*RAnR-DR*RAnT)/TFMP
5 14	 HRO=HR
HTO=Hi
42
HR=W9*HPn- lq I *H (n
HT=WR*HIn+WI*HRO
XR=HR+XRn
XT=HT+XIO
KPOLY=7
nO TO 41
577 TFMP=(ARS(PR)+ARS(PT1)/nFN
IF(TFMP-I0o )6.6.57q
528 WR=G.5*WR
WT=C.5*WT
HR=HRO
HI=HTO
GO TO 59
6	 KOUNT=KOUNT+1
C	 APPLY rONV P aG F NCF rRITFRTnN
TFST= APS(X9 -XR01 +Ag5(XT -XTnl
TFMP=APS(XP)+ARcIXT)
1F(TFMP-l.n)62.67961
61	 TFST=TFST/TFMP
62	 IF(TFST-TnL)7.7964
64	 P1R=r_,,2
Pll=P2T
P2R=P3R
P2I=P;l
P3R=PR
P31=PI
TF(KOUNT-TTPA+4)579R419A4l
A41	 IF(KnUhIT-TTRP)a7,542.54-A
r	 SPT S5? FOR M rW 1TRP ANn N'rW TnL IF I)FSTRFn.
541	 ITR8=ITR8+10
TOL=TOL*1n.
GO TO 52
7	 SAVF(TNDFX-1)=XR
SAVF 1 ITJDEX) =X 1
(	 INDEX=INDEX+7
C	 SUBROUTINE FOR CALL• OF COFF.S. OF POLY. OF DFGRF F N-1 FORN THOSE OF
r
	 POLY. OF DEGREE N WHEN DIVTnFn PY FACTOR X-IXR+T*XI1. ALL NOS. ARE
r	 COMPLEX. ARGOMFNTS ARE N,XRgXI+AR(J)+ATIJI•J=1•...•N+1.
r	 RFSULTS OF CALC. ARF AP(J1.AT(,I)9J=1•...9M9ANn R^vR•RFNI.
M=N+I
1)0 76 J=704
ARIJI=AR(J)+X'2*AR(J-11-X1*4T (,1-1 )
76	 AI(J)=AI(J)+XR*A1(J-1)+XT*AR(J-1)
C	 END SUBROUTINF
N=N-1
IF(N-:)9.81.5
81	 TFMP=AR(11**?+AI(1)**2
XR=-IAR(2)*AR(1)+AI(2)*AI(1))/TFMP
XI=(AR(2)*AT(1)-AI(2)*AR(11)/TFMP
SAVF(lMf)EX-1)=XR
I
43
SAVF(INnrX)=X1
4 9FTtiRKI
C	 SUPROUTINF FOR THE TALC.
r	 IRADR•RAnOafO.R)+SOR(U.V) OF 6RFAT r ST MAr.NITUnF.
SJO TEMP n SORT(U *U+V*V)
1f l TFMP+U 1S0O1 •5[101 •507
5001 RADR•0.0
GO TO 5(1n3
'( nn ? RADRit SOP T(TFMP+tI)
Snnl TFITFMP-Uj r r04• S 0n40 P f F
5nn4 RADT=n.n
GO TP SnM6
5005 RADi=SORTITFMP-(1)
5n06 TEMP=0 *RADR +R*RAD1
IF(TFMP)5 ()1.501.507
501 RADR=O-RADR/1.4142115
RADI=R-RADT/1.4142115
GO TO 503
502	 RADR=0+RADR /1.41421-45
RADI=R+RADT/194142115
50 11 	 f'if) TO ( 50.5761 •KRAn
f	 FNn SURRC`UT I NF
C	 SUPROUTINF FOR EVALUATION OF P(X).X CnMPL r X• THAT ISO
f f PR•PI)=f...((A( 11* X+A(7))*X •1•1(1) ► ... ► *X+A(N+I)
C	 ARGUMENTS ARE N•XR•XI•AR(J)•iATO).
41	 M*N+1
PR n ARl1)
PI n AI(1)
DO 42 J=2•""
TEMP n XI*PR+XR*PI +AT(J)
PR•XR *PR-XI*PI +AR(J)
PI=TEMP
IFfA9S(PR) +ARS(PT ► - 1.F37)42.42.4 ?0
411	 CONTINUF
420 60 TO(SO49 81771 •KPOLY
r
	
FND SURROUTINF
FND
SFNTRY
